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Seven Seas P.,N.Y., United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 180 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. My Monster Secret is a new, ongoing manga series that combines both
supernatural and extra-terrestrial elements in a high school romantic comedy setting. For fans of
hit series like Monster Musume and Haganai: I Don t Have Many Friends comes afresh take on the
high school romantic comedy genre quite unlike anything seen before. Published in Japan by Akita
Shoten in the Weekly Shounen Champion magazine, My Monster Secret has met with critical
acclaim, with each new volume ranking highly on Japanese bestseller lists. In late 2015, My Monster
Secret will receive a television anime adaptation. Each volume of the manga features a charmingly
eccentric art style and contains colour inserts. High school student Kuromine Asahi is the kind of
guy who literally cannot tell a lie. Whether it s trying to maintain a poker face in a simple game of
cards, or keeping scurrilous gossip to himself, Asahi is a total failure when it comes to the art of
deception. So what happens when he stumbles upon the most shocking secret of his life? When
Asahi learns that Shiragami...
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is actually the best job by any publisher. It is writter in basic phrases instead of di icult to understand. You will like the way the author
publish this publication.
-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow

It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD
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